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Hive13 has an Enco RF-30 Mill Drill and a Millrite Vertical Mill on long term loan from their 
owners. A mill is a uses a rotating cutter to remove metal from the workpiece which is mounted 
on the mill table. The manual vertical mill is a general-purpose metal working tool. 

In the capable hands of a knowledgeable user, a sequence of specific harder-metal rotating 
tools can be safely brought into controlled interference contact with a softer metal workpiece. 
The resulting cutting action produces metal chips and finished parts. The action is similar to 
wood-cutting machines that produce sawdust, but the metal-cutting forces are much higher 
and less forgiving. A sequence of subtractive milling operations transforms the original 
workpiece stock to create specific round and flat surface features to precise tolerances. 
Dimensional tolerances measured in single-digit thousandths of an inch (+/-.001") can be 
repeatedly produced.  

In the inexperienced hands of a neophyte user, such a mill is highly dangerous. An unsafe 
milling process can quickly result in serious personal injury and catastrophic damage to the 
machine.  

Learning to use such machines has traditionally been a multi-year, on-the-job, experience-
based process. Individuals went through a lengthy 'apprentice' period and then spent their 
entire career working on a single machine to develop the knowledge-base and 'feel" for this 
highly-skilled trade craft and become a master 'machinist' or a 'tool-and-die maker'. There are 
many ways to be inattentive, careless, do it wrong, and get into trouble. It is a constant 
challenge to be attentive, diligent, do it right, and stay safe. This two-hour class introduces 
makers to the mill. Full certification requires demonstration of the learned skills. You should 
always plan and discuss your projects with our more experienced members.  

It's stupid not to ask for help and unpardonable to proceed without confidence. 

Covered in the class are: 

 Mill safety and setup 
 Tool selection for milling operations 
 Holding parts using the machinist vice and parallels 
 Change tools and set spindle speeds 
 “Zero” the X, Y and Z axis using the DRO 
 Perform basic facing cuts on steel 
 Mount and secure work using parallels and hold downs 
 Demonstrate understanding of Backlash 

In preparation for certification please; Read the manufacturers manual and study the excellent 
materials from Case Western. http://engineering.case.edu/sears-thinkbox/use/mills  
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Take the milling quiz. https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=mill-quiz  When 
you have a score of 100% print out the certificate and contact the CNC warden for your 
certification check ride.  

A good Reference - Fundamentals of Machine Tools TC 5-954 courtesy of the US Army 

 http://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/pdf/web/tc9_524.pdf 
 

Safety – There is no higher priority than Safety 

THINK Things Through - You, the Mill operator are responsible for safety 
 Keep in mind - the Mill is designed to cut metal, flesh is not a problem! 

If I don’t clamp my part or tool, it could fly out and kill me. 
If I take too deep a cut, my bit may break. Parts and bits fly when they break. 
If I don’t pay attention the mill can drive the tool into the vise. 

Damaged the part, the vice, the collet and spindle drivetrain.  
 
Stay Focused – Don’t goof around. Don’t let observers play around the Mill 
 Don’t operate the tool when tired or Buzzed.  
ALWAYS wear safety glasses when operating 
 Chips or splattered coolant can get in your eye.  
Do Not Wear Gloves when using the mill. Fingers can get caught (and removed) 
 Metal chips are razor sharp. Long thin chips are pretty razor wire. Don’t touch.  
Don’t Get Caught; Long hair, loose sleeves, hoodie strings, or necklaces can pull you in.  
NEVER LEAVE THE TOOL UNATTENDED 
 
If you have any concerns. Stop the Mill. 

Unplug! Switch Off! Powerless equipment can’t hurt you. It is just a pretty sculpture. 
Before plugging in THINK! (Is the lathe turned on, be ready in case it is) 
If you are in control of the switch then you don’t need to unplug to work on it. 
 

Know Your Limits.  The Millrite mill weights 1600 lbs!  

Do not move the ram, the turret or rotate the mill head without on-site guidance from a Hive13 
machine warden. The mill balance and precision alignment will be compromised. You can easily 
lose control of the machine movement. 95% of the required operations can be achieved with 
the current ram, turret and mill head settings.  

What can the Mill Cut? 
The Mill is designed to cut metal; aluminum, brass, iron, steel and plastics. Not wood. 
Wood leaves an abrasive dust which must be completely cleaned from the Mill on completion 
of the work. Cutting oil and coolant may also stain the wood. Use woodshop tools to cut wood. 
Beginners should start with softer materials – Ex. Brass, Aluminum and Plastic rather than steel.  
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Basic Parts of the Knee Mill  

https://wiki.hive13.org/view/Powermatic_Millrite_MVM  
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Tool selection for milling operations 
A mill cutter may be used to both generate or form a work surface.  

- Generating a work surface moves the tool over the surface to create 
a shape. Ex. Boring a hole  

- Forming a surface shapes the workpiece on the shape of the tool. Ex. 
T-slots and radius cuts. 

Hive13 has a collection of High Speed Steel ( HSS ) and Carbide mill cutters. 
HSS tools are OG and will serve most Hive13 requirements well. While 
cutters are considered a Perishable tool, please do not consider these as 
cheap or disposable. With careful use the HSS tools will last a long time.  

This class will use HSS cutters. See the warden for help in using carbide 
cutters and boring bars after you certify on HSS.   
 

 
 
Direction of tool feed - Conventional vs Climb Milling 
 
Conventional Milling or Up Milling 

- The chip cut starts at zero thick and bites deeper as the 
cutter turns. 

- The cutting tooth begins to cut against the workpiece and 
pulls up the workpiece. Secure the workpiece well. 

- More power is required. Tools wear faster. 
- Surface finish is worse due to chip debris. 
- Use conventional milling for hard surfaces or castings.  
- Tool deflection tends to be parallel to the cut 

 
 
 
Climb Milling or Down Milling 

- The chip bite starts at maximum and decreases. 
- The tooth cuts down into the workpiece and pushes 

the workpiece down. 
- Chips are dropped behind the cutter 
- Up to 50% less wear on tools. Less power needed. 
- Better surface finish. Reduced work hardening. 
- Climb milling cut forces are perpendicular the cut. 

Accuracy may be affected. 
  

1 HSS Cutters 

2 Carbide Cutters 

Climb = Down 
Milling 

Conventional = Up 
= Standard Milling 

STANDARD 

STANDARD CLIMB  

X-Axis Table Feed  

CLIMB  
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Speeds and Feeds ( and Depth of Cut ) 

The Mill cutter produces shear at the chip interface. 
The rate of metal removal from the workpiece is 
determined by Speed of tool against the surface, the Feed 
or forward motion of the tool along the surface. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVGrNfZBsf0 
 
The proper cutting speed for a given job is a determined 
by multiple factors:1) Hardness and machinability of the workpiece. 2) Tool material. 3) Feed 
rate. 4) Depth of Cut. 5) Expected tool life of cutter. 6) Time.  
 
Though charts and calculators exist for cutting Speeds and Feeds, the machinist is ultimately 
responsible for the decision. With a manual feed mill, the operator is responsible for 
maintaining an even rate of feed. This is both a bit of mental timing and feel based on the 
resistance encountered in the cut and the resulting vibrations felt. Speed charts assume 
smooth cuts of uniform workpiece material. This means no discontinuous cuts or inclusions in 
the material. In general a slower spindle rate and feed are used with discontinuous cuts.  
 
The Cutting Speed of a tool bit is defined as the number of feet of workpiece surface, 
measured at the circumference, that passes the tool bit in one minute. FPM = Feet per 
Minute. Do not confuse Cutting speed = FPM with Spindle speed of the Mill = RPM.  
 
The exact RPM are not always needed. A close approximation will work. ( Use π = 3 ). Spindle 
revolutions per minute (RPM) are determined by using the formula: 
 

RPM =  = 
  × 

 =  ×(  ⁄ )

 × 
 =   ×  

 
Do Note: Regardless of the calculated speeds and feeds, you should proceed with caution.  
Start slower than the recommendation. Assure the cut is producing the desired results. Step 
up speed in increments to the recommended limit. Speed and Feed calculations are intended 
as time savers to achieve fast cuts within expected tool life. Slower speeds and feeds rarely if 
ever produce undesirable results.  
Consider that a broken tool or damaged workpiece more than double your work time. 
 
You can use the Hive13 copy of G-Wizard to calculate speeds and feeds. The CAD Station or CNC 
router have access to G-Wizard. Regard these as maximum recommended speeds. NOT your 
starting speed.  
 
Further Reference 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speeds_and_feeds 
https://www.custompartnet.com/calculator/milling-speed-and-feed 
https://littlemachineshop.com/reference/cuttingspeeds.php 
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Basic Machining – Plan the Work – Work the Plan 
Mounting the Workpiece 
 
 Check the power plug and make sure the Mill is 

off before plugging the mill into the wall. 
 
 
 
 

 Mount and square the mill vise. Get help with lifting as the vise is heavy. Don’t slam it onto 
the ways. Clean the vise with a chip brush, wipe the vise with a cloth and your hand. Check 
for nicks, bumps and debris.  

 
 Use cleaned parallels to hold up the workpiece in the vise. Snug the vise on the workpiece 

and tap with a soft mallet to seat the workpiece on the parallels. Tighten the vise again. 
       

   

             

 

 

 

 

 

 Consult with a Warden if your workpiece does not fit in the vise. 
There are alternate hold down methods to secure work to the table.  
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 Secure the cutter in the collet. Clean the spindle taper ID with cloth and finger. Gently insert the 
collet turning it to engage the internal key to the collet. Finger tighten the spindle draw bar to 
engage and loosely hold the collet.  

 

 

 

 Insert the cutter in the collet. Be 
careful with the sharp flutes of 
the cutter. Leave at least ¼ inch 
of shaft sticking out from the 
collet.  

 Hand tighten the drawbar to 
hold the tool in the collet. 
Engage the spindle lock and 
wrench tighten the drawbar no 
more than 1/8 of a turn. DO 
NOT OVERTIGHTEN. 

 

 

 Set the appropriate spindle speed by moving the belt to 
the proper pulley set. Retention the motor to tighten 
the belt.  
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 Move the Table to bring the workpiece to the cutter. Keep the spindle extension to the minimum. 
Spindle extension is for drilling and boring, not for mill cutting. First undock the Z-axis handle, then 
raise the mill knee to position the cutter. 

 Tighten the Z-axis gibs to eliminate vibration and motions. Determine which table axis you will use 
to feed the cutter into the workpiece. Tighten the ways gibs lock the reduce motion and vibration.  
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 Measuring, Dial Calipers, Digital Indicator, Hole gauges 
 Marking. Machinist Dye, Scribes. Centerpunch 

 
 X and Y axis feed dials measure 200 thousands of an inch per rotation. Thus there are five (5) turns 

per inch of table travel. (need picture) 
 Manual Table Feeds using Dial measures. Demonstrate Dial Indicator. 
 Backlash Demonstration with Digital read out (DRO). How to read and how to set zero on 

DRO.  
 

 To release the cutter from the collet, use the spindle lock to hold the spindle while you use a wrench 
to loosen the draw bar. Once the draw bar is just loose enough to turn by hand, (1/2 turn) tap the 
top end of the draw bar with a soft dead blow hammer. This will free the tapered collet from the 
spindle taper. Hold your hand under the cutter to catch it so that it will not fall out of the collet and 
damage something. (need picture)  
 

 Cutting an edge (find zero, just take a little off, chips, sound) 
 Coolant – Cutting Oil - Why? Why not.  
 Drill chuck operation - Drilling a hole (center drill first, check the drill diameter with caliper) 

 
 

 The work is not done until the Mill is clean and tools put away. Plan Your Time. 
 Cleaning up – Do not blow chips - Use the vacuum and chip shovel 
 Cleaning and Lube Oil – Operation, daily maintenance  

 


